
HOME TO HOMELESS 

I had so many experiences there, but two stories melted my heart and I want to share those with you.
In the streets of Delhi, I met a guy who is from Gujarat who just turned 16 and his story is the first. I found 
him near Sarai Kale Khan Bus Stand, he was smoking on the roadside and he his nose was bleeding. On 
enquiring I came to know that he belongs to a very poor family and he wanted to do something for his 
parents and he thought the best way to earn money soon is to come and work in Delhi. His parents didn't 
allow this small guy to leave Delhi and work. They were restricting him so much. In spite of that, he stole 
1000 rupees from his father's pocket and came to Delhi with colourful dreams of earning money and helping 
his parents. He searched for work, knocked each and every door for a job. But couldn't find any..!

The meager Rs 1000 he brought was not sufficient to feed himself for long. It eroded soon and he was penny 
less on the roads. He had no other option but to steal. He started pick pocketing. He was caught many times 
by public and beaten badly. He was beaten and put to bleed from nose and swelling can be clearly observed 
on his face. He used to live in the Bus-depot at Sarai Kale Khan and continued pickpocketing for survival. 
And one day, he got along with a group of friends and he developed the habit of smoking. He got addicted to 
it. Still he continues to pick pocket to fulfill his needs. And this is how a small little kid has spoilt his life in 
a way to find solution to his poverty.

The other story is about an old man who was lying in one of our night shelter with his legs broken. He was 
not able to even stand properly due to pain, I came to know that he was lying there in that condition from
2 days. As he was working as a daily wage labourer in Delhi he was not in such an economic condition to 

afford his medical expenses.He had no money with him even to buy food for himself and he was lying there 
even without food. He was in need of help but nobody cared. But after 2 days on regular ride our NGO 
volunteers with Vikas Ji and Ratan Ji helped this old man and took him to Kalkaji shelter for treatment. 
They provided good treatment and now, that old man is in the safe hands. 

Some improvements which can be brought up at our Night shelters are:

There are a few people who pretend like poor and stay in the shelters. They form a group and sell drugs to 
people in the camp and spoil the environment of the shelter.  They are already making sufficient money 
from other sources but still they do this in shelter and spoil people and environment. It should be insured that 
these kinds of activities should not happen within the shelter.

The next one is the lock of the door, which if it is locked from inside, it cannot be opened from outside. If 
any problem is going inside, nobody can enter inside unless the door is opened from inside. And even if they 
are watching some pornographic videos, it will not be known by the care-takers and this may mislead others 
in the shelter.

Government policies are framed to uplift the life of these people but, it lacks in reaching all because of 
failure in the administration system. Government is spending money, but it does not reach those who are 
really in need of it.

Nearly 30% of the revenue of the government is spent towards the military expenses but, only 3% is 
allocated for the poor, needy for the betterment of their lives. Government can divert 10% of its military 
expenses to the welfare of poor and needy at the same, by not reducing the safety and security of the country 
so that the government schemes will cover everyone. 
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